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Rileys can be found almost everywhere
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Editorial

it was the squeaky hinge that got the oil. The
patient and gentle get nothing. Hmm. I sugPictured on the front page is a Riley that many
gested that I could take the engine elsewhere
people in Queensland know. It was used by
and he said he could get it finished by ChristAndrew Dettrick to take a bride to her wedding.
mas. I agreed to leave it with him but now I am
Thank you to Matthew French who told the
wondering whether he was referring to this
story about the RMA find and thank you as
Christmas?
well to Chris Reynolds who contributed the
This is another
story about the Riley run to Greenstock
diff that Matthew
Nursery.
loaned me.
I am thinking about joining the Maleny whing- Does anyone
ers society. I took my Riley 9 engine to a ma- know which
chine shop a year ago. Recently I phoned to
model of Riley 9
see how things were going. The machinist told it was sourced
me that they were inundated with work and he from?
had done nothing on my engine. He said that
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RILEY MOTOR CLUB
QUEENSLAND INC
Annual membership fees
The Annual membership fees become due on 1 January 2021
The annual membership fees are $50 for members and $15 for
associate members.
If you joined after 1st October 2020, you are financial until 31st
December 2021 and no payment is required. Similarly, if you paid fees in advance
to help finance our new clubhouse, your membership
extends to your selected term.
You may pay in cash or by cheque in person to the treasurer at the AGM, or by direct deposit to: Riley Motor club, Queensland Inc,
Bendigo Bank: BSB 633000, Account: 156635229
Membership entitles you to access spare parts and provides legal currency for
the concession of your Riley (s).
Important: Direct depositors please include your name and membership number
in the deposit details and mail or e-mail the treasurer to advise. If you do not do
this the 2021 treasurer will be unable to advise the depositor and cannot issue a
receipt or membership card.
QRMC treasurer: Rod Longdon
67 Tom Schmidt Court
MT SAMSON QLD 4520
Longdens7@bigpond.com
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The October club run was to Greenstock
Nursery at Elimbah, which is owned and run by
club member Ian Handy and his family. A very
good roll up of members in Rileys, MGs and
some modern cars successfully made their
way to the nursery, although some, who are
well known for their errant navigational skills,
managed a major detour en route and nearly
completely missed the wonderful morning tea
put on by Ian’s family.

proximately 4000 plants per day, mostly
through their four automated potting lines,
have 3.5 acres of shade house and use 80,000
litres of water per day from their two huge
dams. Water in the dams is treated to ensure it
does not become poisoned by algae and also
to add plant nutrients as it is pumped out to
water the plants. They also make up their own
special mixes of potting mix. The statistics are
very impressive but it is even more impressive
to see the extent of the actual operations. The
Ian has been involved in market gardening for nursery is a major supplier of landscaping
most of his life and has progressively moved
plants, and has an extensive area set aside
his operations outward from the Brisbane sub- with mature trees.
urbs as the city has expanded. He had a
strawberry farm at Carseldine (Beams Rd) be- The day finished off with a BYO lunch and lots
fore changing to a nursery, and then moving to of talk about cars, as is usual!!
Griffin and now to Elimbah. The Elimbah site
was originally a strawberry farm
and is ideally located for the operation of an extensive wholesale
nursery. Ian moved many of the
building now on the site from his
earlier operations.
Our tour of the 90+ acre nursery
was made easy and fun using the
golf buggies which are normally
used by the 120 staff to gain access to the various parts of the
nursery. We toured the propagation
sheds where we saw many different types of plants being started on
their journey through to customer
delivery. The nursery delivers ap4

Monthly General Meeting

Above: The meeting after the General meet- White who forewent attendance at the meeting
to organise and cook the sausages and onions.
ing, from the left Greg May, Trevor Taylor
and Carl Harries
The first regular daytime meeting of the QRMC
was held in October. Some members had been
there earlier in the morning as it was their regular weekly outing to the clubhouse to work on
Rileys and assist the spare parts officer in the
organisation of parts. Other members arrived
just before 11 AM. The day was warm but not
hot and pretty soon after 11 AM proceedings
began with a welcome from club president,
Chris Reynolds. Nothing different from a night
time meeting occurred except that the numbers
were double that of recent night time meetings.
It also gave a number of members the opportunity to attend a business meeting who would
not normally attend as they do not drive at
night.
Below: Bill White serving Graeme Bourne
during the after meeting sausage sizzle

Above Rod Longden and Brian Jackson
found a spot in the sun to eat lunch
During this informal part of the activity members took opportunity to catch up and variously
talk about Riley parts, recent Riley outings and
Riley cars. One such subject was a visit to a
very original RMA that had been hidden away
for many years and the subsequent purchase
of it by Matthew French, the club secretary.
The story is included in this edition of Torquetube.
Below: Chris Reynolds, Mark Baldock, Matthew French and Ian Henderson

Following the meeting a sausage sizzle lunch
was enjoyed by participants. Thanks to Bill
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November Events
Tuesday Morning 3rd and 10th: Riley TinkerSee refined P.111 map ref F9. Alternate parkers at the Clubhouse, Samford. Restoration
activities, friendship and technical advice. BYO ing in Jetty St under the large trees. Aim to
meet at 1100 hrs to beat the lunchtime rush.
lunch and drinks. Tea and coffee provided.
The seafood is on Allpass
Parade in Shorncliffe and the picnic site is
across the road. Consider bringing a chair.
Thursday 12th 8 PM: Monthly Meeting Look forward to seeing you there.
of the RMCQ at the Riley Clubhouse, 38
Showgrounds Drive, Highvale 4520, SamBill White.
ford Show Grounds.
Tuesday Morning 17th and 24th: Riley Tinkerers at the Clubhouse, Samford. Restoration
Sunday 15th. Revised event: Instead of a activities, friendship and technical advice. BYO
visit to Robin & Barbara Hull's in D,Aguilar, we lunch and drinks. Tea and coffee provided.
will head to Shorncliffe for fish & chips beside
the sea. It has been a popular place in the
past with excellent seafood close by.

RMA find as told by Matthew French
Registered Q493 095 this Riley was supplied
by Flinders Motors, 457 Adelaide St Brisbane
to Elliott and Alice Hilsdon. I was told that in
1973 a new Triumph was purchased for Alice
and Elliott enjoyed being chauffeured so much
that he stopped driving the RMA and put the
Riley on blocks in their Graceville garage. It sat
there from that date until the couple downsized
and moved to a unit in Corinda. The Riley was
transported with the things that the couple decided to keep, and it was again put on blocks
in the new single car garage. The Riley remained in this position until 2020 when it became necessary for the car to be sold. Alice’s
nephew Syd contacted the Riley club about the
car.

ed them into the garage. What they encountered was 40 or more years of dust covering a
Riley with thread bare maroon paint with the
beginnings of surface rust. The roof material
was original and complete with age cracks and
so the investigative examination began. The
boot contained a copy of the city newspaper
dated 1973. It had the original floor coverings
and tools. As mentioned, the Riley had been
on blocks and the tyres were in good condition.
The doors were opened, and they had that
sweet click when closed. The draft excluders
still retained their original unfaded colour. The
carpets were original as was the gear lever
cover. The instruments were all there in a
dashboard that retained its varnished surface.
The steering wheel grip was cream coloured
and looked original.

One Tuesday morning at the weekly gathering Below: The RMA being transported
of Riley tinkerers at the clubhouse, an investigative excursion was mounted and Chris
Reynolds drove his drophead with passengers,
Ian Henderson, Brian Jackson, Graeme
Bourne and Matthew French. These men were
clearly good friends because the seating arrangements could only be close. A Satnav was
employed to navigate from Samford to Corinda. It was very nearly followed too. Upon arrival the august group met with Syd who escort6

Under the bonnet, the engine still retained its
oil, the radiator was full of water, the master
cylinder retained its fluid. Brian Jackson applied the foot brake and the front wheels
locked up, but the return springs were not sufficient to release the brake shoes from the
drums. Everything that should have been under the bonnet was there. Indeed, this was as
good as it gets for a garage find.

Above: The RMA now washed, vacuumed
and cleaned and living in Matthew’s garage
The Riley now lives in a clean largish garage.
It is back up on blocks to protect those tyres. It
has had a wash and a vacuum clean and it is
Syd was open to offers and wanted to move
looking the part of an aged but very original
the focus from the originality of the Riley to a
Riley. A new wiring harness has already been
price. Some members lamented about the fact
purchased from England and research done
that it was not an RMB and suggested that it
for products that will help protect the paint, roof
might not be worth much. Matthew, realising
material, the engine bay and interior as they
the originality of the find quickly made an offer are. It is likely that the Riley dealers Hayward
and there being no other comments the car
of Ashford in Kent had sold the rear mudguard
stone guards to Elliott when the couple were
was sold and Matthew became the second
owner and the new custodian of this remarka- on a holiday in England. Gordon Hayward was
bly original beauty of the post war era. Having a great rallyist, competing in several RMAs
and an RMB.
completed the sale, Matthew made financial
and transport commitments and the gentlemen Below: The rear quarter with its mudguard
protection
of the Riley tinkerers group made their way
home under the direction of Brian Jackson,
which may or may not have been a good idea.
Pretty soon the news spread about the Riley
and Matthew could not resist a small but teasing joke and wrote a facebook comment that
he thought he would break up the perfectly
good RMA and use the parts to build his prewar 12/4 thereby destroying not one but two
classic Rileys. It appears that some people
took him a little seriously which brought a smile
to the face of Matthew and anxiety to serious
custodians of the Riley breed. In due course
the editor sniffed out the story and interest was
expressed in looking at the Riley and doing
this story.
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The carpets are original, and the rubber foot
pads were added afterwards.

The headlining is complete and in good condition.

The leather seats are original, and Matthew is
already working on it with Joseph Lyddy leather oil, it has the reputation of effective revitalization of old leather.

and below the rear seats

The rexine on the back of the seats is very dry
and some research into what is being done in
museums to preserve book leather is being
looked into. Surprisingly, the rubber parts are
all in good condition including the windscreen
surround rubbers. The fact that the Riley was
on blocks for such a long time saved the tyres
from extinction but of course they date from the
seventies.
The plan is to change the wiring harness and
fit indicators, take the sump off and look at
what sediments are in the oil and clean it. The
radiator still has water in it, and it is likely that
the water pump will need to be rebuilt. The
head will come off and be cleaned. The interior
will be kept as is as will the roof cover. The
carburettor will be rebuilt. The starter motor
and generator will be tested but the intent is to
keep them as they are. The master cylinder
and wheel cylinders will be rebuilt. The paint
will be kept as it is with preservation in mind.
Below: The dash is in excellent condition

Above: the front seats
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The major motivation for the purchase was that
the Riley is an RMA. Matthew said that he
could see himself owning and driving the car
for a long period of time. He sees it as a more
versatile town car than the RMB and it could be
used at night with greater ease than a pre-war.
He said that it would complement his pre-war
Rileys and fit in well with his long-term plans to
have a stable of light Rileys.

The products used
to revitalise the
leather were researched and recommended by Matthew
Below: The revitalised seats

RMC column shift
Raymond’s column gear shift mechanism
came complete but partially disassembled.
Along with the column shift also came a new
column shift lever mechanism (that is the
chrome part that the gear shift stick is fitted
into) and a standard gearbox cover with the
floor gear stick. It appeared that the previous
custodian was keeping his options open. If
the column shift could not be made to work,
then there was the fall back of the floor
shift. Sure enough, after a couple of days
of fiddling with the components and lubricating the connecting balls and cup connections, the mechanism could be made to
work, but with some difficulty in lining up
the column shift gear stick and the gearbox
finger to select the gears. There was just
too much wear in the ball and cup connections and the bushes. So, the mechanism
9

was unbolted and removed through the floor
into the engine compartment and out onto the
work bench where it is intended to renew the
ball and cup connections and to re-bush the
shafts.
Below: the gear stick in situ

The balls measured 7/16th of an inch in diameter and I had no idea where to source new
ones, so an SMS was sent to Paul Baee who
is able to source anything that has been made.
Next day a screen shot was sent to me and the
web address of a supplier was provided. They
were in Guam! Like so many companies in the
twenty first century they could only be contacted on-line and when this was done, it was discovered that they were USA focused and did
not do international sales. Never mind, I have
a Riley friend in Texas who owns an RMC and
I thought that I could ask him to do the transaction on my behalf. But while considering that,
the tie rod end language was becoming familiar; they had names like studded ball joints, rod
ends and ball connections. It was also found
that the critical measurement was not the ball
size but the rod size. The rods used by Riley
were a standard 3/8th of an inch. In the end
3/8th female rod ends with a UNF thread ball
joint and male threaded ends were purchased.
Guess where the company was? Yes, you
guessed it, in Brisbane. An Australian company supply these parts to ride on mower suppliers.

There were two kinds of ball ends fitted:
Above the sprung variety where you can
remove the ball from the cup and Below:
The fixed ball and cup. These were needed
as they needed to be set at 90 degrees.
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The ball joints have a UNF thread, very similar
to BSF so a BSF die was used to adjust and
clean up the thread to suit the Riley application.

In this picture the ball has been removed from the socket for rethreading the female end to BSF
In the pictures you will see two different kinds
of ball joints. One is sprung to allow the cup
cover to be withdrawn from the opening and
the ball removed and the other one is a
pressed fit and cannot be disassembled. But
the threaded end in the press fitted version can
be cut off and welded to another ball joint. And
as you can see from the picture this is exactly
what needed to happen. The ball joints that
could be disassembled were taken apart and
the ball joints put into a lathe to adjust the diameter of the male threaded ends to fit into
the Riley rods and a ¼ inch BSF thread was
cut to replicate the originals. The two ball joints
that needed to be welded together were cut to
length using a lathe parting tool and when cut
they were fitted into a four toothed chuck and
the male ends were machined to size and a ¼
inch BSF thread cut into them. The last step
was to weld the two modified ball joints together so that the ball ends were at 90 degrees to
each other.

After that, the brass bushes and the column
rod and allowed the short shaft to swing on the
gear shift mechanism were considered. To do rod. This component was in two parts; the
that, either the column shaft lever mechanism piece that fits onto the rod and the shaft with
needed to be taken off from the top end of the ball joints at either end. The piece that fits on
to the rod is a circle with a short rod with a split
shaft or the ball joint mechanism at the bottom
pin through the end of it. It is over this short
of the shaft needed to be taken off. First, the
rod that the shaft with ball ends is fitted. The
pin was taken out of the column shift lever
centre part that fitted onto the rod was very
mechanism with the assumption that the mechanism could then be withdrawn from the shaft. Not
so. The tradesmen who
put the mechanism on
the shaft never intended
it to be taken apart and
The splines,
the brass lever mechaThe fixed arm with
nism was silver soldered
ball end
onto the shaft. After applying lots of heat an atAnd the swinging
tempt was made to
shaft with ball ends
punch the rod out of the
lever mechanism but to
no avail. It refused to
worn and a bush was made to give it a closer
move.
fit over the rod.

Above: The shift mechanism top not moving
At the bottom end of the shaft there are two
main parts to the mechanism; one has a shaft
and at its end it has a position for the ball of a
rod end to be bolted into it. It is fitted onto the
shaft and is fixed into its position on a spline,
the second one is centrally located over the
rod with two shafts going in opposite directions
with ball joints at either end. It fitted over the
11

The bush fitted
to the swinging
rod

This part was also very interesting as it had a
washer and a split pin to hold in place the
swinging shaft with the ball ends. A washer
and split pin was then welded onto the end of
this short rod to prevent it from coming apart.
This weld was removed, and the short swinging shaft was taken off and the shaft bushed,
and the part reassembled with another washer
and split pin. It was not rewelded as I could
see no reason why it had been welded in the
first place.

Above: The new column shift mechanism
fitted

The welded split pin was taken
off allowing the shaft to be
bushed.

The column shift mechanism was then ready to
be fitted back into the RMC but after some
conversation with the custodian he decided to
put the column shift mechanism into the boot
and use the gear stick on the floor. This was
done for two reasons; first the column shift required a day to refit into the Riley and second
the floor shift provided a direct gear change, it
was easy to operate and it suited the Riley. It
would have been interesting to see the column
shift in operation but it really did not add to the
operation of the vehicle and the four on the
floor Riley gear stick was very efficient.

At the end of the rod there were two pins; one
providing a stop above the spline and the other
one holding another stop at the bottom end to
prevent the shaft mechanism from moving forward off the rod. Not only was there a pin at
this end but there was also another weld on
the end of the rod to ensure that the shaft
mechanism would not come off. This was cut
off the rod with a cutting attachment on a
Dremel. Then a file was used to carefully round
off the rod to allow the shaft mechanism to be
removed. Thankfully, this worked, and the bottom stop was removed, then the shaft mechanism , the top stop and then the gearshift lever
mechanism. This was then replaced with the
new mechanism and attention was focused on Above: The gear box top with the connections for the column shift
the components and these were refurbished
and replaced in the same order as they were
taken off.
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The Riley 9 Differential assembly (part 1)
The differential parts that came with the Riley
included the pinion carrier without the bearings, a long but broken pinion, the crown wheel
and its carrier but no bearings and no housings
for the diff bearings. The differential box pin
(part 23 on page 50 of the Riley 9 parts book)
was present but broken.

these were removed and the grumbly bearings
taken out of the housings, carefully cleaned,
greased and placed in plastic bags to protect
them from the Maleny humidity. Unfortunately
none of the bolts on the RMB diff were compatible with the Riley 9 but the security washers
were so these were removed and put aside to
re-use them on the 9 diff to secure the crown
wheel to its carrier.
Above: The new pinion from Graham Brown

Above: The diff bits that came in the original purchase from Matthew
The crown wheel has 47 teeth and when talking to Paul Baee he suggested that it was
good for driving up lamp posts but not so good
for the distances travelled in Australia. He recommended purchasing a 5.2 to 1 crown wheel
and pinion from Graham Brown. This I did and
it has 42 teeth. There was a fair bit happening
in the backyard when they arrived as I was
building a playroom for my bride, so they were
set aside while I completed the build. A few
months later the playroom was finished,
Doreen has moved her craft tools, machines
and furniture in and I can return to my current
project; the mechanical components of the Riley 9.

and the two bearing housings salvaged
from the RMB differential. The second nut
was salvaged from Matthews garbage bin. I
think that my action is described by American’s as dumpster diving.

The second step was to remove the old crown
gear from its Riley 9 carrier and fit the new 5.2
gear. This turned out to be an easy procedure
and during the process, the fixing bolts were
cleaned and as said in the previous paragraph
the security washers were fitted and the bolts
were torqued to 20 ft pounds and the tabs on
the washers pressed against the nut. Unfortunately, when the crown gear was disassembled the planetary gear pin was found to be
broken. It was highly unlikely that another pin
could be sourced so it was decided to get
Amongst my boxes of parts there was also an some hardened steel stock from a supplier and
RMB crown gear but for the life of me I could
following a brief chat with Ken Lonie he recomnot remember where I had put the pinion. They mended an engine specialist who had ground
should have been together, but no matter how a crankshaft for him as a person who might
many times a careful a search was conducted grind the stock to the correct diameter for the
it has never been found. The differential bear- Riley 9 application.
ing housings were said to fit the Riley 9 so
13

After that the pinion carrier was looked at,
cleaned and the thread deburred using fine
valve lapping compound. When the carrier
span easily, the thread was cleaned again, and
the carrier greased and placed into another
plastic bag. All of the parts were then carefully
placed in a box with the view to visiting my favourite bearing shop in Zillmere. In the meantime, a very timely return call was made from
Paul Baee responding to my request for the
modern part numbers for the bearings. The
Bevel pinion front is RMS8-2RS. It is 1 inch X 2
¼ OD and ¾ inch thick. The bevel pinion is
BRMS9-2RS. The size is 1 1/8th X 2 ¼ X
7/8ths. The Bevel Pinion Thrust bearing is 0.9
X 1 1/8th X 1 29/32 X 5/8th. The rear axle wheel
bearing is a 6213 with shields. And the bearing
for the crown wheel is a 6210 metric bearing
(Nasi 6210 – 2 NKE).
A telephone call was also made to Matthew
French to see if he had a Riley 9 pinion that
was not disassembled with the view to finding
out about the sequence of the bearings. He
said he did and so a visit was scheduled and
when I arrived he took me into his wellorganised and spacious garage (there may be
a hint of jealousy there as my garage is packed
with parts for three projects). The day previously Matthew had disassembled a pinion and on
the bench was the sequence of the bearings.
My Riley 9 carrier was placed in the sequence
and there is was; a set up that even a child
could follow – immanently suitable for me.
The sequence of assembly is pictured at
the top of the page
At the bearing shop Ian measured the two metric bearings that fitted into the differential carriers and declared that they were B6208-2RS a
single row, anti-friction, deep groove ball bearing, sealed on both sides. The dimensions are
14

50 X 90 X 20 mm. I know that is a little different
from the 6210 size that Paul gave me but they
fitted so I purchased them. The other bearings
Paul had in stock and he affirmed they would
be sent the following day so shortly I will be
armed and ready to assemble a Riley 9 differential with a short pinion and a 5.2 differential.

While at Matthew’s home he told me that he
had thrown out some RMA bits into his rubbish bin. I think my action is described by
Americans as dumpster diving but I went
out to the bin to recover them. Amongst the
bits recovered was a needed lock nut for
the pinion, nuts and bolts and maybe some
spare planetary gears.
Below: The Graham Brown 5.2 has 42 teeth

Wanted 12/4 motor and Kestrel parts
While searching for a 12/4 motor for my ‘37 Kestrel I contacted some interstate 12/4 and Kestrel owners. One elder statesman said that it was not worth the trouble or cost and to just use a
post-war engine and gearbox. Also needed are front seats, seat runners, interior and exterior
door handles, winders escutcheons etc.
I wondered if the easiest way to restore my Kestrel was to buy a donor car. So, I have. It
seems a little wasteful to wreck a 43K mile from new RMA, but it is only an RMA and does
save a Kestrel after all.
Matthew French
(All hate mail may be sent via the editor of the Torquetube for publishing and any genuine offers of 12/4 parts may be directed to mgwfrench@bigpond.com – editor)

The launch of the Bristol Brabazon. The photographer failed to focus carefully as the
RMB is not completely pictured. (picture curtesy of Mike Bramwell)
Pictured adjacent: Another picture of a detachable wheel – but not Riley. Looks fun to
drive (picture curtesy of Marshall Holmes)
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